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M'ichael l,legener
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Abstract. The massive proliferation of information technology in all fields
of human l'ife,'in particular the potential availability of ubiquitous access
to data and data process'ing capacity by a'|1 groups of society, suggests to
again take up a dispute never real'ly settled: t,Jill information täihnology
change the style and substance of planning? In the paper, previous answers
to that question are reviewed in the light of the rapid technological change
observed in other fields of institutional'ized decision making suöh as adm'inistrative and corporate operatfons and management. It is diicussed in what
respect planning differs from these, and how this determines the role infor-

mation technology might play 'in the planning process.

Introduction
Like any other technology, information technology has developed through successive cycles of innovation, diffusion, market penetration, and eventual saturation. It took years for the printing press, the telegraph, the telephone,
or the xerox machine to be accepted in the market, but then worldwide proliferation was fast starting from the most advanced countries and gradually sp'i1ling over to the less developed peripheral ones. The same pattern can be observed with the most recent information technology, the digital computer. As
an invention it was around already in the 1940s, but even when it became sufficient'ly reliable for practica'l use in the 1950s, it was confined to large
business corporations, government agencies, and research institutes because
of its high cost. It took another decade to make computers, through the
microprocessor, affordable for small business and more recently practically
every household. Today we are in the rapid expansion phase of the technology
rendering the computer industry the only one with two-digit annual growth
rates and market saturation still in a comfortable distance.
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-2The impacts of the rapid proliferation of information techno'logy are profound
and multifaceted, and many of them have a spat.ial or regional dimension. The

existence of one growth industry'in an otherwise g'loomy economic landscape is
already an important fact giving rise to reflections as to where the new manufacturing and service establishments will locate and how this will change the
pattern of economic act'ivities in a system of regions. These are important
and legitimate questions. However, they will be dealt with in other contributions to th'is volume and not in this paper. More universal are the impacts
of the products of the new technology (the hardware and the software) on business operations, logistics, corporate management, and public administration.
How they will influence work, travel, leisure, and consumption patterns and
'in turn the locational preferences and spatial behaviour of private, corporate, and public actors, are also important issues discussed elsewhere in
this book. But in this paper, these impacts will be taken merely as a frame
of reference.
Th'is paper is concerned w'ith the impact of the new information technology
on planning. Planning is understood here in its broadest sense, following
Luhmann (1966), as one of several functionally equiva'lent mechanisms of a
social system to stabilize its existence by reducing the hypercomplexity of
'its environment---others are organization (such as h'ierarchization or formation of subsystems), administrative procedures, the 'lega'l system, etc. Planning in particular is a mode of reduc'ing the complex'ity of the potential action space by setting rules for future dec'isions. It is suggestive to think
of informat'ion as being vital for this self-referential activity of soc'ial
systems. Improv'ing the knowledge of society about itself means to improve
its capab'i1ity for effective self-guidance in a rapid'ly changing wor1d.
Another argument draws inferences from the observed mass'ive 'invasion of information technology into other fields of institutional'ized decision making
such as administrative or corporate operat'ions and management, and concludes
that what has been found useful and accepted there will inevitably be adopted
also by planning authorities on the national, regional, and local scale in order
to keep up with the growing demands on respons'iveness and efficiency dictated
by the increasing competitiveness of political allocation procedures. The 'implicit assumption behind this argument is that information is of central importance for planning, and that planning, like administration and management,
is basically an information processing activity.

-?-

Both views suggest the same, that nationa'|, regional, and local planning will
greatly benefit from the advanced information technology now becoming widely
avai I abl e.

that computers will fundamentally change the style and substance of planninglst not at all new; it has been phrased emphatical'ly over

The expectation

first

large computers were installed---and has met
with equally emphatic counterargument. But today, in the light of the new
potential of ubiquitous access to data and data processing capac'ity by all
groups of soc'iety, this never rea1ly settled dispute deserves to be taken up
and over again since the

agai n .

This will be attempted in the present paper. In its first section, previous
speculations about the l'ike1y impacts of computers on planning will be reviewed and confronted w'ith empirical evidence and emerging, observable trends.
The second section wil'l ask in what respect planning differs in its use of
information from other fields of collective decision making such as corporate
management or administration. Based on thjs, various options for local and
regiona'l governments to incorporate information techno'logy into policy mak'ing
and planning are discussed in the third section.

1.

Some

Historical

Facts

Probably the first large-sca'le application of computer technology for spatial
planning was connected with the Chicago Area Transportat'ion Study in the mid1950s. Crejghton et al. (1959) convey the enthusiasm conilnon to pioneers of
the new technology:
"More and more, the permanent plann'ing agencies must collect and process
survey data. Block statistics, housing, land use, traffic and population data are al1 commonplace in a p'lanning operation. }Jhat is increasingly necessary is the rapid manipulation of these data. This requires
knowledge of the varjous kinds of data-processing machines and techniques... l,{ith increasing use of data processing, Plann'ing can proceed
with a stronger basis of factual knowledge of cities. Procedures to
est'imate future land use, future travel, economic growth, and other
urban phenomena require accurate data. Data processing machines can
organize these data and even carry out some of the forecasting procedures... Gradually the skills and experience which are necessary for
efficient data processing will become part of the planner's tool kit.
Some of these may find thejr way 'into planning curricula. Certainly
one requ'irement is a stronger orientation toward data as a basis for
deci si on maki ng. "

-4belief that "data" are a basis for decision making uJas widespr.ead, and the
new informat'ion technology promised to provide them more effic'iently and reliable. Consequently in the US during the 1960s a large number of projects were
'initiated to develop computerized information systems for policy making and
planning in nat'ional, state, regional, and local government, mostly with massive Federal support. By the same time, advanced techniques for efficiently
processing large amounts of data became ava'ilable. High-level prograrnming
languages, statistical packages, digitizing equipment, and geocoding techniques
made'it eas'ier for planners to ana'lyze and structure spat'ial data in response
to specific purposes. The concept of the "computer planning model" emerged as
a replica of reality within the computer for scientific investigation directed
towards forecast'ing future developments and simulating, evealuat'ing, and optimizing potential policies. Computerized plann'ing models were first developed
for transport p'lanning, later also for land use, housing market, and reg'iona1
development studies. By the mid-1960s, numerous amb'itious urban and regional
modelling projects were under way. In his otherwise cautious review of these
The

efforts, Harris (1965), himself a modeller, enthusiastically praised the benefits of optim'ization models:
"So long as the generation and spelling out of plans remained an arduous
and slow process, opportunities to compare alternative plans were extreme1y limited. In this case, the evaluation of plans became largely subjective and the subjective nature of the evaluations led to many difficulties
in achieving a consensus. Given the feas'ibi'lity of generating large numbers of different plans at relatively low cost, one giant step has been
taken toward assuring that comparisons and evaluations of these p'lans may
be made more objectively and on the basis of more comp'lete information."
spread from the US first to
the UK and other English speaking countries, but was, with some time 1ag, also
picked up by others. Again one finds the same enthusiasm as ten years earlier
in the US. A good example is the following passage from the 1969 Urban Planning Report of the l,lest German government (BMBau, 1969):
The idea

that

computers might be good

for planning

"This 'implies that mathematical techniques for analysis and forecasting
as well as the techniques of electronic data processing are of prime importance for urban planning. The same applies to the simulation of human
behaviour relevant to spatial processes. Also the mathematical optimization techniques wh'ich originated from operations research as well as the
entire field of systems research and decision theory should be utijized
for urban planning."

In th'is spirit, West German planning authorities, from the national to the
local level, started to 'invest into plann'ing information systems, geocoding
techniques, and planning models, and so d'id, sooner or later, those in other
European countries.

-5tlhat has become out of all these ambitious undertakings? The simple truth is:
Thirty years after the introduct'ion of computers into the Chicago Area Transportation study, after three decades of devoted efforts of innumerable high'ly
motivated and well-trained researchers, after three decades of incessant technological progress, explosive'increases in speed and capacity of computers and
dramatic reductions in their costs, 'it must be adm'itted that the practicaf impact of computerized p'lanning jnformation systems and models on the style and
substance of planning 'is close to zero.
The large information systems in the US of the 1960s were either never completed
oF, if they were, proved to be too costly to be maintained on a permanent basis
or, where they were, were utilized by planners only with a disappointingly 1ow

for ent'ire1y trivial purposes. Many of the ambitious modelling projects vastly exceeded their budgets and were abandoned before completion or, where completed, produced results far less mean'ingful than promised by
their authors and hoped for by their clients. And again, this US experience
was without much variat'ion replicated by a'll other countries that had followed
the American lead. Today in most countries computer applications for planning
consist most'ly of routine report generation, genera'l1y linked to regular output from statistical offices, some elementary processing of census data, and
some mapping, normally a by-product of highly computerized surveying departments---the review by Masser (1986) in this volume demonstrates this even for
a country like the UK. Typical'ly, the degree of sophistication'in the application of computers for planning is higher on the national or state than on
the local level, with a few'islands of excellence in large metropofitan areas
frequency and mostly

(e.9. London, Paris, Munich). Planning models, if any, are applied by consultants, but with few exceptions (e.g. popu'lation projections) rarely used on a
regular, in-house basis by the planning authoritjes themselves.
There exists a considerable literature about the possible reasons for this
failure. It is imposs'ible to review it here (for a comprehensive overv'iew,
see Batty and Hutchinson, 1983). However, in gross s'implification, the reasons identified by the various authors can be classified into three broad
categori es:

a) The information systems are not efficient enough. Imperfect or incomplete
data, lack of theory or statistical or modelling method, poor hardware or
software, high costs (or restricted budgets), 'insufficient institutional
back'ing,'lack of organizational integration, or inadequate tra'ining or skill

-6of potential

users are claimed to have prevented the
the benefits of planning information systems.

full

exploitation of

b) The information systems are (potentially) too efficient. The more data
from different private and pub'lic data bases are compiled in planning information systems, the more can they be misused

for ever tighter control

of all facets of life. It is argued that in many countries concerns about
privacy issues have led to a reject'ion of p'lann'ing information systems or
at least effectively constrained theirimplementation and util izat jon.
c)

The information systems are misconceived altogether. This argument stems
from a fundamental critique of the rational model of p'lanning. It chal'lenges the impf icit assumption underlying plann'ing
information systems that

the kind of information they'conta'in is central for policy mak'ing and planning. Instead it is cla'imed that planning requires information not held'in
planning information systems and app'lies it in a way unlike what the rational
model

of planning

suggests.

if

only part'ly valid, make it difficult to envisage
a grand future for plann'ing information systems. Into whatever direction they
may be developed, they are bound to fa'il in at least one dimension: Improving
their performance (a) will increase the'ir power as instruments of surveillance
(b), while introducing safeguards against the'ir abuse (b) w'ill impair their
value for planning (a); and either way will conflict with (c).
These three explanations,

So the case

of planning information

systems might

easily be dismissed as a

hopeless one.
However, there are a few recent developments
have not

yet

had the time

in information technology wh'ich

to extend their full impact on p'lanning.

These

new

developments are:

in

processing speed and storage technology making
today's desktop computers equally powerful as yesterday's mainframes;
new stupendous advances

that could make data and data process'ing
capac'ity ex'isting in one place available to any other place and to all
pubf ic-access computer networks

levels and groups of society;

(artific'ial intelligence or "expert")

systems potentia11y capable of expanding the limited logic of present computers into
domajns trad'itionally associated with human intelf igence.
knowledge-processing

-7It 'is fa'ir to ask whether these
awaited

final

systems

a success.

?.

breakthrough that

new developments might

will

bring about the long-

eventually make planning information

The Use of Information'in Plann'ing

th'is'is done, a few bas'ic facts about the role of information in planning need to be pointed out. The following presentat'ion fs based on Luhmann
Before

(1966), Fehl (1971), and l,legener (1978).

starts from the treatment of informat'ion in business and administrative operations. Here information is normally related to a specific task
occurring frequently and varying only within a range known in advance. The
output of information processing is cond'itional upon c'learly stated criteria,
rules, and procedures. Examples of such operations are orders from a catalog,
The d'iscussion

invoices, sales reports or, in the public domain, applications for welfare benefits, veh'ic1e registrations, or regular statistical reports. The originators
and rec'ipients of the information so produced are clearly defined, as output
is routed according to a standard pattern each time, and it is clear which data
of the transaction are to be ma'intained on permanent record. In short, information and commun'ication in daily business and administrative operations follow routine programmes.

well suited for computerization. Not surprisingly, the
bulk of computer applications in'industry and public admin'istration are devoted
to th'is kind of work. Once the "application" (a piece of software) is operational , human 'intervent'ion is either comp'letely eliminated or reduced to the
Routine programmes are

function of an operator.

In contrast to this, planning is not a routine task, but concerned with

prob-

in the long run they may reappear in cyc'les) normally occurin an unexpected and unpredictable fashion. A planning problem is a perceived discrepancy between the actual and a desired state of the system where
this perception is shared by a sufficiently large and articulate segment of
the constituency. tlhile in "operations" the number of actors involved is norma11y limited and clear'ly defined, planning has to do with a variety of actors,
some actjvely partic'ipating in the decision making process, others passive as
the clientele affected, others neither of both as observers or critics.
lems which (although

-8The non-routine character

of

can be d'istinguished (Feh1

,

p'lann'ing problems and the multitude of actors involved determines the pattern of information processing and communication for
planning. If a planning problem rises to public awareness, it usually is still
diffuse and vaguely stated. Frome there, four 'log'ica1 phases of the process
1971):

-

art'iculation. Potentially involved actors conceptualize
municate their specific perception of the planning probl em .

-

Search

Problem

for solutions.
in reference to their

The various actors develop

percept'ion

and

com-

their preferred solution

of the problem.

uti ons . Competi ng sol utions are propagated w'i thi n and between agenc'ies, political parties, elected councils, and the public.
Sel I 'ing

-

of

sol

Implementation/monitoring. If consensus is possible, fol'low-up problems
may start a new cycie of problem articulation.

are logical phases and not necessarily sequential steps following each
other in a predetermined order. The actual planning process may oscillate
between the earlier phases and even terminate without a solution if the prob-

These

lem ceases

to be important or is

superseded by a more urgent one.

This model of the planning process differs from the rational model of planning
in two ways. First it does not suppose that at the outset there exists a clear1y defined set of obiectives. Rather objectives become apparent during a learning process involv'ing solutions, constraints, and fol'low-up problems. Second
it explic'it1y recognizes the interactiveness of planning as a pofitical process.
In each phase, information is conmunicated bewteen a variety of actors whose
perceptions of the planning problem are like'ly to differ. In such a s'ituation
information loses its "objective" character. Its value becomes exclusively defined by its capacity to influence the behaviour of others. Information becomes a commodity designed to shape societal action (Churchman,1968).
There

is

ample evidence

that th'is

model

of planning is

more

realistic than the

rational one. Successful decision makers use informat'ion selectively by highlight'ing pos'itive aspects of the policy they support and suppressing less favourable ones; they use information strategica'lly to enlarge their political
power by giving away information or holding it back depending on the c'ircumstances. By passing out confidential background information to trustworthy

-9iournalists, they build a network of personal relations on wh'ich they can rely when they need supportat a later time. By the same token, they may exclude
journalists from information if they have shown themselves i'l1oya1.

It is easy to see that today's planning information systems are of little value
for this style of planning. Even if they were more efficient and flexible than
they are, even if they contained data relevant to a current problem, they would
still miss out on the more important, informal part of information needed for
building ties of loyalty and trust: information on friends and foes, alliances
and oppositions, prejudices and interests, and all the rest that makes pofitjcs
so excjting and human and sometimes so dirty. So every politician'if he has a
is doing h'is job has entirely good reasons to reject unrestricted publicity'in political and p'lanning matters, and

min'imum

of self-reflection

about how he

consequently also powerful planning information systems.

might worry about this state of the world and see it oniy as a depiorable
deformation of the cherished rational ideal. But that would be too easy. The
planner's opportunist use of information'is, after all, a quite effective mechanism to cope with complexity. By selecting only information that serves his
purpose, the planner not only reduces his own information load, but also cuts
the problem down to a manageable format appropriate for the norma'lly narrow
time frame of planning processes and, even more'important'ly, Iimited attention
potent'ia'l of hi s cl ientel e.
One

Yet it would be equally wrong to accept this selective information process'ing
as unalterable. 0f course it is in the interest of soc'iety to increase the
proportion of reliable and accountable information used in the preparation of
dec'isions. But this requ'ires first an understanding of the constraints and
bottlenecks that in the real world restrict this process. Clear'ly, there is
no lack of information, rather the converse is true. The bott'leneck of planning'is not information, but the information processjng and cormunication capac'ity of the planning system. Any effort to make p'lanning more rat'ional has

to start

here.

the new developments in information technology will have
a serious impact on the use of information systems for planning therefore needs
to be rephrased: !,lill they address the real bottleneck of planning, the information processing and comrnun'icat1on capacity of actors? In the next section,
The question whether

an answer

to this question will be attempted.

-103

.

The

Fu

tu

re of

P

I ann'i ng

It is difficult to draw one single p'icture of how p'lanning

might develop in
the next decade under the influence of technological change. There are contradictory trends'in techno'logica'l development as well as in the economic,
soc'ial, and political context of planning. Moreover, there are differences

countries, their level of development, politica'l culture, and attitude towards technology that prohibit broad generalizations. Therefore in
this sect'ion three different futures for plann'ing are sketched out in the
form of three scenarios each of which is based on the extrapolation of observable trends and tendencies in society and technology at the expense of
other, contradictory developments. The three scenarios correspond directly
to the three exp'lanations for the failure of planning information systems
(see Section 1); i.e. each scenario solves a specific subset of problems of
current planning information systems, but not the others.
between

The three scenarios are presented here only in capsule form (for a full descri pti on, see l,legener, 1986 ) ; they wi I 'l be commented and cri ti ci zed at the
end of the section.

(1) Scenario

It'is

1:

The Planning Machine

that as a natural spin-off of the rapidly progressing computerization of all sectors of local and regional government, accumulated
records of administrative transactions are made available for planning.
It is further hypothesized that it is possible for planning agencies to
tap a'lso files maintained by semi-public agencies or private firms such
as utility, transport, telecorununications, or hous'ing companies on spatial communication and consumption patterns as well as files on private
assumed

business transactions conducted from home terminals through telebanking
or teleshopping serv'ices or via computerized po'int-of-sales accounting
systems. Local and regiona'l government in-house networks of spatial
data banks are linked to similar networks operated by other territorial
bodies such as provinces or states, eventually growing together into a
national system of spat'ia11y organized information systems. 0pposition
against such schemes is either suppressed or quieted down using the argument that their potential benefits to society are greater than their

potential

hazards.

-

11 -

feature of this kind of planning information system is that
they are not collections of data especially assembled for planning, but
consist of the transaction records of local and regiona'l government and
hence are cont'inuously and automat jcal'ly updated. l,Jith increasing historical depth, i.e. with more and more transaction records accumulated
over t'ime, more sophisticated forecasting and optimizing techniques become feasible. If several of such models are linked together and connected to the real-time data base, they can routine'ly be used as an
early-warning system. In a further step, the system is provided with
a set of rules how to respond to minor deviations from "normal" operations. Such a system m'ight be called a "planning machine" because'it
takes care of all routine decisions and only'in exceptional, high-conf I i ct si tuat'ions requ i res human i nterventi on. The p'lanner becomes the
operator whose task it is to keep the "planning machine,,runn.ing.
The novel

(2) Scenario ?:

The Retreat

of

Planning

It is assumed that opposition against the growing information

monopoly

by the state and other implications of the large-scale introduction of
advanced information technology in all fields of life is mounting. Alliances between civil rights groups fighting for better privacy legislation, anti-census opposition groups, and labour unions opposing the
introduction of personnel information systems in industry are successful in raising the awareness of the general pubfic for their concerns
and, through court decisions or leg'islation, effectively prevent the
application of information technology for po'licy making and planning
by the government.

This, of course, affects spatial information systems on the local and
regional level. Planning authorities more or less stop the collection
of data for planning. Censuses are abolished and specia'l surveys become
extremely rare because of their lack of acceptance and high cost. Soon
a commercial market for local and regional spatial data deve'lops where
rea'l-estate agents, deve'lopers, mortgage banks, or other firms having
spatial interests in the region offer data. Planning authorities wishing to use such data have to pay the market price. The unequal distrjbution of informat'ion between the public authorities and private firms
shifts the centre of gravity of p'lanning from the public to the private
domain: the "company town" becomes the rule.

-12(3) Scenario 3:

Computers and

Social Learn'ing

It is assumed that p'lanning 'information systems are transformed 'into
publ.ic reference spat'ia1 information systems mak'ing full use of the most
advanced technical potential of the informatjon age to serve as the central focus of a new kind of plurafist democrat'ic planning' Such systems
are linked through two-way data and video cable networks to every home,

school, university, or other institution wishing to be connected' All
indiv'iduals or groups taking an interest in plann'ing matters are invited to make thejr own analyses, forecasts, and proposals and offer them
through electronic "ma'ilboxes", video hearings, or other med'ia for the
attent'ion of the Publ i c.

For privacy reasons, the daia banks of the public reference planning information system are not as comprehensive as those of the "planning mach.ine", but much richer than today's publjshed statistics. The system
offers many up-to-date tools for manipuiating, displaying, or analyzing
data f rom s impl e stat'i sti cs to sophi sti cated model 1 i ng , p'lus the education and train'ing necessary for thejr utilization by non-experts' This
implies new requ'irements on the mode of operation of planning authori-

ti es and the trai n'ing of p1 anners . Fast-mov'ing, i nnovati on-ori ented
planning departments play a vital role in decentralizing the local and
regiona't planning machinery and stimulating the kind of plural'ist, selforganized planning activity described above. The new planher needs to
be more of a med'iator and conmunicator than an engineer or scientist,
but hjghly competent in both, the substantive problems of planning and
the modalities of the new information and commun'ication technology.

of the three scenarios is the most l'ike1y? Al'l three extrapolate trends
that can be observed today. Scenario 1 consistently projects proposals to increase the efficiency of planning information systems into the future, only
s1.ight1y perverted into the science fict'ion cliche of the omn'ipotent machine.
But even that does not seem far-fetched in the light of the growing fascination of machine-readable ident'ity cards and other questionable security gadgets for many governments. Scenario ?, on the other hand, is built on the
strong anti-technology movements existing in many countries. These movements

I,lh.ich

are'led and supported by seriously concerned, Politica11y active, and responsi bl e peopl e and theref ore cannot be I i ghtly di smi ssed as i rrel evant. Scena-

-13rio 3, fina11y, is

the fundamental change in the paradigm of planning common to
countries, from "blueprint" to "process", from
"synoptic"to "'incremental" planning, from planning "from above" to planning
based on
most western

"from beIow".

In a sim'ilar

the three scenarios extrapolate recent developments of information technology. scenario 1, the "planning machine", is not possible
w'ithout extreme increases'in processing speed and storage capacity even compared w'ith today's supercomputers, nor without powerful computer networks
for the centralizat'ion and integration of its components, and the "planning
machine" itself, the automated p'lanner, is the final perversion of art'ificial 'intelligence and the expert system. Scenario 2, in its rejection of
all techno'logy, is again the negative counterpart to all this. The irony
is that if public planning retreats from its information base, all others
will continue to arm themselves with the most sophisticated technology putting public planning'in a hope'lessly disadvantaged position. Scenario 3 is
an attempt to avoid both pitfalls: How can information technology be used
for p'lanning without ending up with the "planning machine"? Scenario 3 indeed applies the same technology as the "planning mach'ine", on'ly in a different direction: The gains in processing speed and storage capacity are
not used for supercomputers in the data centres, but for making computer
access more equitable; network technology is not used for centralization,
but for decentral'ization and communication; and artjficial intelligence not
to replace humans by computers, but to make computers more human.
way

of the three scenarjos'is the most 1ike1y? 0f course, none
of them has the slightest chance to become reality. Scenario 1 would in most
countries run into grave constitutional and 1ega1 difficu'lties, mobil'ize violent opposition, and end up as a technical and organizational fiasco. Scenario 2 is not very probable because of the competitiveness of our society
which has severe sanctions for backwardness. Indeed, in most countries it
would be too late to stem the tide. Already now computers have quietly invaded planning departments, not in the form of sophisticated p'lanning informatjon systems, but in more mundane fields such as word processing, recordSo again, which

ing build'ing applications, or maintaining the cadastre---see aga'in Masser's
(1986) review of the relatively advanced UK experience. This computerization
of the routjne or "operations" parts of planning is certain to go on and have
its impacts also on its non-routine parts. Scenario 3 is simply romantic,
not in its assumptions about the technically feasible, but in its reliance

-14of

public participation in political life. Still, the three scenarios together seem to define boundarjes
between which the future of planning must lie. So it seems 1ike1y that the
future of planning in the information age w'i1'l contain elements of each of
them, but in d'ifferent composition in each country depending on its specific traditions, technologica'l development, and political culture.
on the strength

communjty involvement and

Conclusions
In this paper the question whether information technology will have an impact
on planning has been revis'ited. During the thirty years in wh'ich computers
have been available to planners., the profession has shown a remarkable resistance against the new technology. Although in these thirty years training,
qua'lification, fields of activity, and professional identity of planners have
undergone repeated and sometimes fundamental changes, the relationsh'ip of the
average planner towards the computer has remained much the same---somewhere
between respectful distance and outright aversion.
l.J'il'l this change through the current acceleration of the pace of development
and diffusion of informat'ion techno'logy? S'imp1e analogies from other fields
of institutionalized decision mak'ing such as administrative and corporate
operations and management suggest that sooneror later information technology
on its march to universal victory will overrun the last bastions of stubborn
resistance like that of the planning profession. It has been attempted to show
that these analogies must not necessarily ho'ld because planning is concerned

w'ith a specia'l kind of decision making where the proportion of routine, compared to administration and management, is low. In their non-routine work,
p'lanners use other kinds of information that is not well handled by present
computers, and use it in a manner different from what rational methods take
for granted. The result is that not information itself, but the information
and communicat'ion capacity of the planning system are the real bottlenecks of
p1

anni ng.

l.lith this in mind, three extreme scenarios of how planning might deal with the
new informat'ion technology were sketched: total submission, complete rejection,
or transformation. The first two scenarios are feasible, but in their course
planning would disappear in one or the other way. 0nly the third scenario addresses the real bottleneck of plann'ing, information processing and cornmun'ica-

-15tion within the whole p'lanning system including public as well as private
actors, and in addition offers an attractive new professional role for the
planner as a mediator and conrnunicator between those actors. However, the
probability of the third scenario to become real is low.

are the consequences of this for planning research and education? First
of all, it seems necessary to red'irect research and development for planning
informat'ion systems to those areas where they are weakest: to the development
of user interfaces, cormunication techn.iques, interactive graphics, group decision methods, and the like. Research in analysis and forecasting techniques
wiJl, of course, always remain important as a field of scientific inquiry essential for understanding urban and regional phenomena. However, those working in it should realize that at least for some time their contr.ibution will
not be critjcal for the successful adaptation of planning to the new area of
i nformation technol ogy.
What

Second, the

role of information technology in

p'lanning education needs to be
continuously reviewed in the light of the changes lying ahead. If indeed the
mediator/communicator of the third scenario comes close to the new professional
identity of the planner, a new mix of corrnun'icative (computer-assisted and informal) skills and substantive knowredge seems to be required.
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